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Learning can be fun if you have the right resources for it. This month we have  
for you some websites that could get you interested in electronics 

hobbyprojects.com
Hobby Projects is a collection of links to thousands of electronic circuits, schematics, online tutorials 
and much more, where you can find quick solutions for solving your electronics design problems.  
New circuits, tutorials or links to useful circuits are added regularly as a resource for school and 
college students, beginners, hobbyists, engineers, inventors and consultants. The site has tutorials 
ranging from beginner to advance levels. 

www.hobbyprojects.com/aboutus.html

electronics-tutorials.ws
This all-new website on basic electronics tutorials is one place to begin learning about electronics. 
The purpose of this site is to give students and beginners good basic electronics tutorials and 
information to help develop their knowledge and understanding of the subject. It has tutorials 
varying from learning colour coding for resistors to understanding digital electronics. Each tutorial 
has an option to post replies and comments to discuss; however, a forum is missing. 

www.electronics-tutorials.ws

learn.adafruit.com
Learn how to use Arduino to blink an LED, control a motor, play sounds, hook up an LCD display 
and much more at Adafruit. Adafruit was founded in 2005 by MIT engineer, Limor “Ladyada” Fried. 
Her goal was to create the best online space for learning electronics and making the best designed 
products for makers of all ages and skill levels. The company has grown to over 50 employees in 
the heart of New York City, New York, USA, with a 1400+sqm (15,000+ square feet) factory. The 
website gets updated daily and is capable of giving a complete learning experience to all. 

www.learn.adafruit.com 

learn.sparkfun.com
SparkFun is an online retail store that sells bits and pieces to make your electronics projects  
possible. In addition to products, it also offers classes and online tutorials to help educate individuals 
on the wonderful world of embedded electronics. The tutorial section has more than 330 tutorials on 
different topics. 

www.learn.sparkfun.com/tutorials

williamson-labs.com
This website features a vast collection of tutorials on electronics, from basic to university level; 
more than 400 URLs, in over 90 related subject areas. It presents all the theory in the form of 
animations and 3D pictures, helping you to understand and imagine electronics better. For details, 
contact webmaster@williamson-labs.com 

www.williamson-labs.com 




